ESCAPE CHALLENGE – II

Task
Escape Challenge-II is a treasure hunt game about technical activities, mental
challenges , physical games and a fun. It is a complete entertainment and adventure of
brilliant minds…….!

Arena
The arena consists of different tasks which includes various activities in the main ground
in front of Block - 6. Participants will enter the arena where different tasks will be there.
Participants will be given a clue on the basis of which they will move on to the first task.
To move on to the next task they will be given another clue from the first task. For every
task (if cleared) participant has to find a coin. Participants have to solve the maximum
tasks in a limited period of time and on the basis of maximum value of coins, winners
will be declared.

Event Rules
1. Registration of the participating teams will be done till March 15, 2017.
2. Team will consist of only two members from the same institution.
3. Participants need to check the webpage after March 15, 2016 regularly for the
updates related to the challenges.
4. Participants must wear the comfortable outfit to perform physical tasks in the
ground.
5. Teams must stay together during the game and are encouraged to work together
to solve the tasks and retrieve the coins from each task.

6. Each task once solved will lead you to a location where you will be able to collect
a “Coin”. Coin values will be determined based on the difficulty of the task.
7. Teams will be scored on the total value of the coins collected and the amount of
time taken. Once all coins are collected teams must return to the finish in order
to be counted as finished.
8. For any queries, write to us at escapechallenge40@gmail.com
9.

Disqualification will result from any of the following


Damaging any property



Interfering with other teams or their members in any way

Judging Criteria
Teams will be scored on the total value of the coins collected and the amount of time
taken. Once all coins are collected teams must return to the finish in order to be counted
as finished. The highest total of the collected coins and the minimum time taken by the
team will be the winning team. In case of tie ups, tiebreaker ( single task) will be done.

Provisions at Competition Site


First aid

Faculty Coordinator Details
Ms. Harpreet kaur
9872017785
harpreet_kaur85@yahoo.com

Student Coordinator Details
Mr.Yatin Jindal
9501950769
yatinjndl93@gmail.com

